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1 OPERATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN APRIL-JUNE 1988 

Regulatory control of the safety of nuclear energy 
is one of the major tasks performed by the Finnish 
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety. The 
most important objects of control concerning 
nuclear facilities which are included within the 
scope of this control activity have been presented 
in Annex 1. General information concerning the 
ilnnish nuclear power plants is presented in 
Annex 2. 

During the first quarter of 1988 all units i.e. 
Loviisa 1 and 2 and TVO I and II were in commercial 
operation. No event essentially degraded plant 
safety or posed a radiation hazard to the personnel 
or the environment. 

Power of Loviisa 1 had to be decreased three 
times during the report period. Loviisa 1 was 
operating at reduced power on 22.-23.5. owing to 
less demand for electricity and on 26.5. due to 
the testing of the safety valves of the live 
steam lines. In addition, on 10.-11.6. the other 
generator was disconnected from the grid for 
changing the current transformer. The annual 
maintenance of Loviisa 1 began on 24.6. and the 
plant unit was restarted on 5.8. 

Powjr of Loviisa 2 was decreased six times during 
the report period. Power was reduced on 10.5. 
and 29.6. for locating and fixing a condenser 
leak. During the weekend 22.-23.5. power was 
reduced owing to less demand for electricity. A 
control rod which had dropped to the lowermost 
position caused a power reduction on 11.C. and 
further, on 25.-26. and 28.-29.6. losses in produc
tion arose from the overload problems of the 
other generator rotor. 

Power of TVO I was reduced to 70 % on 3.4. for 
periodic testing of valves. A condenser sea water 
system pump tripped on 16.4. causing a reduction 
in the speed of revolutions of the reactor main 
circulation pumps and reactor power decreased to 
60 %. On 20.5. reactor power was reduced to 70 % 
for conducting periodic tests. Immediately after 
this the plant unit was stopped for a maintenance 
outage. The unit was restarted on 9.6. and it 
reached 100 % power on 15.6. The unit's power 
had to be reduced several times during the start
up phase owing to the tripping of one main circula
tion pump. On 21.6. a turbine trip occurred due 
to the failure of a valve control relay of the 
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generator stator circuit cooling system. The 
unit was disconnected from the national grid for 
24.-26.6. because of less demand for electricity. 
A turbine trip from 75 % power level occurred at 
the unit on 27.6. 

Power of TVO II was reduced to 70 % owing to 
periodic tests of valves on 3.4. After this, power 
was raised to 95 % and owing to less demand for 
electricity power was raised to 100 % as late as 
on 5.4. A so called coastdown was started at the 
unit on 22.4. during which reactor power gradually 
decreased. Preparations for stopping the unit 
for the annual maintenance outage were started 
on 30.4. and the reactor was shut down on 1.5. 
The unit was restarted on 16.5. The unit was 
brought down from 70 % power level owing to the 
repair of an isolation valve in the feedwater 
system. The unit reached 100 % power on 24.5. 
Power was reduced to 74 % on 6.6. for starting 
one reactor main circulation pump. A turbine 
trip occurred on 29.6. in connection with the 
testing of the pressure switches of the steam 
reheater. 

The amount of electricity produced by the Finnish 
nuclear power plants to the national grid from 
the beginning of 1988 totalled 9.1 TWh. According 
to the statistics compiled by the Finnish Associa
tion of Electricity Supply Undertakings, the net 
production of electricity in Finland was during 
a corresponding period 25.3 TWh. Nuclear power 
thus accounted for 36 % of the net production. 
The average load factor of the four units was 
92.0 %. The production and availability figures 
are presented in more detail in Tables I and II. 
A general picture of the operation of the units 
can be obtained from the power diagrams, Figures 
1 - 4 . The most important events, discoveries 
and actions at the plant units are dealt with in 
Chapters 2 and 3. 

The occupational radiation doses, as well as the 
releases of radioactive substances to the environ
ment were considerably below the established 
limits. Radiation safety is dealt with in Chapter 
4. 

2 INCIDENTS AND DISCOVERIES 

Safety-related incidents at Loviisa 1 

No safety-related incidents. 
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Other events at Loviisa 1 

Fuel failure 

An increase in the primary circuit water fission 
activity of Loviisa 1 indicative of a fuel rod 
cladding leak was observed on 9.4. The noble gas 
isotope total activity about five-folded and the 
iodine isotope activity about 50-folded as opposed 
to the pre-fuel leak level. Primary circuit water 
activity was, however, clearly below the restric
tions set in the Technical Specifications. 

The defective fuel assembly was localized and 
removed from the reactor during annual maintenance. 

Safety-related incidents at Loviisa 2 

Faulty states of the primary shut valver, of the impulse 
piping of certain pressure measurements of the plant protec
tion system 

Background for the incident 

At Loviisa 2 it was noted on 14.6. that certain 
(15 pes) so called primary shut valves of the 
impulse lines of pressure measurement were in 
the closed position. The situation was discovered 
in connection with the settlement of the reason 
for the comparison signal of a certain measure
ment. The closed first shut valves were opened 
without delay. All pressure measurements with 
the exception of the aforementioned comparison 
alarm have continuously been giving normal indica
tions which is due to the untightness of the 
primary shut valves. 

Measures carried out without delay 

In addition to that the closed primary shut valves 
were opened as a result of the event, the checking 
of all the impulse valves of the secondary circuit 
plant protection measurements and the primary 
shut valves of impulse piping was initiated at 
Loviisa 1 and Loviisa 2 . No other closed valves 
were spotted during the checks. 

The incident's safety evaluation 

The above mentioned pressure measurements are 
the measurements of certain signals of the plant 
protection system (YZ) the function of which is 
to identify a leaking steam generator on the 
basis of a pressure difference and to shut off 
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the emergency feedwater lines which are connected 
to it. Closed primary shut valves would have 
affected the functioning of the YZ signals in 
two ways: 

the measurement of a single steam genera
tor is faulty or 
steam generator average pressure measure
ment is faulty. 

During the incident, the measurements were not 
completely out of line since they gave correct 
indications under stationary conditions and during 
slow transients. From the viewpoint of plant 
safety, the incident can be assessed so that the 
YZ signals would have functioned but possibly 
with a lag. 

Corrective action 

The incident showed there are deficiencies in the 
basic state checks of the instrumentation systems 
for the repairing of which new checklists have 
been designed to check the operating condition 
of the protection systems prior to the warming 
up of the primary circuit during plant unit start
up. Inspections will be conducted on primary 
shut valves, valves of the pressure transmitter 
and isolation valves channel by channel (4 chan
nels) according to the renewed maintenance instruc
tions as of the annual maintenances of 1988. 

Settlement is under way for the improvement of 
the tightness of primary shut valves to isolate 
the piping of measuring impulses, where necessary. 

Other events at Loviisa 2 

Nothing reportable 

Safety-related incidents at TVO I 

No Safety-related incidents 

Other events at TVO I 

Annual maintenance 

The ninth refuelling and maintenance outage of 
TVO I took place on 20.5.-9.6. The unit was discon
nected from the national grid for 19 days. 

The most notable jobs were: 

120 new fuel assemblies were loaded into the 
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reactor as well as 6 fuel assemblies which were 
removed from the reactor in 1986. 

37 control rods were inspected. A total of 9 
new control rods were loaded to the reactor. 

15 control rod drives were serviced. 

Tightness tests were conducted on containment 
isolation valves. Owing to insufficient tightness, 
26 valves had to be serviced and retested. 

For safety purposes, precautions are taken at 
the plant unit against severe reactor accidents. 
Therefore, a containment overpressure protection 
system, a containment water filling system and a 
containment control system were installed. 

Valves and valve motors were renewed in the 
shutdown cooling system. 

One coolant pump and one sea water system 
pump were serviced. 

Generator rotor was changed. 

One coolant water tunnel was cleaned of accumu
lated silt and shells. 

The unstability of the control oil system caused 
some problems during the otart-up phase of the 
turbine plant. Therefore, synchronisation with 
the national grid was slowed down by almost 4 
days. The collective radiation dose arising from 
the work done during the outage was 0.74 manSv. 

Post-outage start-up problems 

In connection with the start-up some unstability 
occurred in the turbine control oil system. A 
report on the causes of the event is under way. 

Leak in the liquid waste treatment system 

The filter sludge from the water cleanup system 
of TVO I is collected in the storage tanks of 
the liquid waste treatment system. When the active 
ion exchange resin was being pumped in connection 
with regular treatment measures from one storage 
tank to another on 28.4., the connecting flange 
of the drain line leading to the pressure side 
piping of the transfer pump ruptured. The leak 
to the quarters was detected immediately owing 
to a signal from a floor drain protector, Ca 2 
m3 of filter sludge leaked in the room before 
the system was stopped. The dose rate of the 
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sludge which spilled into the quarters was measured 
as ca 10 mSv/h and the floor surface contamina
tion as 300-380 kBq/m2. Leak water flowed back 
to the waste treatment system via drainage and 
the room was cleaned. 

In the inspection of the ruptured glassfibre 
pipe nozzle, the glueing was noted to have given 
in. A modification for the replacement of the 
system's piping with metallic pipes haC been 
started earlier part of which work had already 
been done. The modification will be acccmnlished 
during 1989. 

The event's safety significance was minute since 
leaks had been taken into account in the design 
of the quarters. 

Safety-related incidents at TVO II 

No safety-related incidents. 

Other events at TVO II 

Annual maintenance 

The seventh refuelling and maintenance outage of 
TVO II took place on 30.4.-16.5. The unit was 
disconnected from the national grid for almost 
16 days. 

Noteworthy work was i.a. as follows: 

122 new fuel assemblies were loaded into the 
reactor. Also, 6 fuel assemblies were loaded 
which had been removed in the 1987 revision. 

31 control rods were inspected 3 of which 
were replaced with new ones. 

14 control rod drives were serviced. 

One reactor main circulating pump motor was 
changed. 

Isolation valve tightness tests were conducted 
on 291 valves 25 of which were serviced. 

A total of 382 coolant pipes were plugged. 

Exciter rotor was changed. 

Two LP turbines were inspected. 

- Turbine and generator bearings were inspected. 
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A wrong actuator was erroneously changed for 
the isolation valve of the shutdown cooling system 
which resulted in a somewhat longer valve closing 
time. The situation is acceptable, however, from 
the viewpoint of safety. A new actuator will be 
changed during the next maintenance outage. 

For safety purposes, the plant unit gets prepa
red for severe reactor accidents. Therefore, the 
plant unit was fitted with a containment overpres
sure protection system, a containment water filling 
system and a containment control system. 

New moisture separators were installed in the 
piping between the HP turbine and the steam rehea-
ter. 

One cooling water tunnel was cleaned of silt 
and mussels which had collected there. 

The outage lasted 1.5 days longer than planned. 
The collective radiation dose arising from the 
work done during the outage was ca 1.28 manSv. 

Post-outage start-up problems 

In connection with the start-up, faults occurred 
in the control rod state indications at TVO II. 
In addition, a steam leak in the flange joint of 
a certain safety valve in the main steam system 
and the connected control piping was detected. 
The leak was due to the lens seal which had not 
been changed during valve maintenance and which, 
according to the maintenance instructions, shall 
be changed in connection with the opening of the 
valve. 

3 OTHER MATTERS RELATING TO THE USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY 

Transportation of spent fuel rods to Sweden 

On 7.-9.6.1988 Imatra Power Co Ltd sent four spent 
fuel rods to Studsvik, Sweden, for hot channel 
research purposes. The rods originated in the 
assemblies which were removed from the Loviisa 2 
reactor in 1986 and 1987. Rod burn-ups were high 
varying in the range 44-48 MWd/kgU. The research 
work carried out at the Studsvik Energiteknik Ab 
aims at finding out i.a. about the release of 
gaseous fission fragments from pellets in a high 
burn-up rod. 

The rods were transported in a B(U) type package 
owned by Studsvik Energiteknik Ab. The package 
weighs 29 t. The transport took place by road 
from the Loviisa power plant to the Hietanen 
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harbour in Kotka and further on a ro/ro vessel 
to Helsingborg, Sweden and from there by road to 
Studsvik. The transport was problem-free. The 
rods will not be returned to Finland after the 
accomplishment of this piece of research. 

Renewal of security measures 

On 22.12.1987 the Finnish Centre for Radiation 
and Nuclear Safety accepted a renewed plan for 
the security measures of the Loviisa nuclear 
power plant. The plan presupposed the strengthening 
of certain structures and the renewal of the 
access control system. 

The most modifications were realized during the 
spring of 1988. For the part of structural modifi
cations, special attention was paid to the strengt
hening of the security zones and inter-zone access 
control.The accomplished modifications have also 
made possible the clarification of certain ad
ministrative procedures. 

On 23.6. the Finnish Centre for Radiation and 
Nuclear Safety approved the renewed security 
measures for use for the most part. 

4 RADIATION SAFETY 

Individual occupational doses 

Individual occupational doses in the report period 
remained clearly below the dose limit for three 
months, 25 mSv. The highest individual occupa
tional dose 19.65 mSv was received at the Olkiluoto 
units. The individual occupational doses until 
the end of the report period in 1988 were also 
clearly below the annual dose limit which is 50 
mSv. The highest dose 19.65 mSv was received at 
the Olkiluoto units. 

The occupational dose limits are included in the 
legislation on radiation protection and they are 
based on the recommendations of the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). The 
dose limits have been so set that the health 
risk caused by radiation is comparable with the 
occupational risks of other professions which 
are considered safe. 

The distributions of individual occupational 
doses in the report period and in 1988 (Tables 
III and IV) specify the number of persons in 
each dose range and at each plant site. In addi-
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tion, the Tables show a distribution which is 
the total number of workers in each dose range. 
The distributions comprise the doses of persons 
who have been recorded as nuclear power plant 
workers in the central dose file of the Finnish 
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety. 

Collective occupational radiation exposure 

In the report period, the collective occupational 
radiation dose at the Loviisa units totalled 
0.208 manSv and at the Olkiluoto units 2.035 manSv. 

The collective cumulative occupational radiation 
dose in 1988 by the end of the report period was 
at the Loviisa units 0.244 manSv and at the Olki
luoto units 2.C76 manSv. 

For the most part, the collective radiation dose 
arises during the annual maintenance outages of 
the plant units. The annual maintenance outages 
of the TVO I and II units occurred during the 
report period. 

The dose limit recommended in the guides of the 
Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety 
is 5 manSv/GWe per installed electrical power in 
one year, which would be in total 4.45 manSv/year 
for the Loviisa 1 and Loviisa 2 units and 7.1 
manSv/year for the TVO I and TVO II units. 

Releases and radiation doses in the environment 

The releases of radioactive substances into the 
environment in the report period were considerably 
below the release limits (Table V). 

The release limits have been so determined that 
for the persons with the highest exposure, the 
annual whole-body radiation dose is no more than 
0.1 mSv. This is less than 1/30 of the dose 
received annually from natural background radiation 
and 1/50 of the dose limit given in the legisla
tion. The release limits have been established 
for such nuclides and release channels as have 
significance from the viewpoint of the possibility 
of exceeding the individual dose limit. 

Thus, the radiation doses calculated on the basis 
of the release reports for those who live in the 
vicinity of NPPs are very small. 

A carbon-14-release will cause a universal collec
tive dose which is almost as high as the reference 
dose limit (5 man Sv/GWe per installed electrical 
power). This collective reference dose limit is 
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based on the limitation of the annual dose caused 
by the widespread use of nuclear power below 0.1 
mSv per person living in the future. When defining 
the collective dose limit it has been presupposed 
that an average of 10 kW of electric energy per 
person will be generated by nuclear power in the 
whole world for 500 years. The current use of 
nuclear energy in Finland is about 1/20 of the 
mentioned value. 

Radioactivity of environmental samples 

The total number of samples taken in the surroun
dings of both plant sites in accordance with the 
environmental monitoring programme was in this 
quarter 200. Substances originating in nuclear 
power plants were detected in about 15 % of the 
samples. 60 Co was detected in all the three rain 
water samples from Loviisa and in all bladder 
wrack samples. 6 ° Co was further detected in the 
sedimenting matter and the samples of crustacean. 
In Olkiluoto, 60Co was detected in one rain water 
sample, in bladder wrack and in sedimenting matter 
and in two sea water samples. Of the other nuclides 
originating in nuclear power plants, 51Cr and 
58 Co were detected in one sample of bladder wrack 
from Olkiluoto. In Loviisa, 1 2 4Sb was detected 
in one air sample. All the measured concentra
tions were low and will not cause any action. 

The fallout from the Chernobyl nuclear power plant 
accident still renders some difficulties in the 
environmental measurements carried out in the 
vicinity of nuclear power plants, this is particu
larly true as regards the 1 3 4Cs and the 1 3 7Cs. 
Also, the major part of the 54Mn and the 110l"Ag 
which are characteristic of power plant emissions 
still originate in the fallout from Chernobyl. 
Of the 3 H which was detected in the sea water 
samples, part originated in power plant emissions, 
part in Cnernobyl and part was from older fallout. 
Apart from artificial radionuclides, environ
mental samples also contain natural radionuclides 
(natural decay series, 7Be and 4 0 K ) . 

As regards the nuclide contents, the results 
obtained from the measurement of environmental 
samples containing radionuclides which origi
nate wholly or partly in power plants are con
sistent with the release reports of the power 
companies from this and the previous quarters. 
In making this comparison, nuclide behaviour in 
nature and their detection limits in analyses 
shall be taken into account. 
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Table I Electricity production and availability of the units 

Electricity production 
(gross, TWh) 

Availability 
factor % 

Second Since be- Since Second 
quarter ginning start-up quarter 

of 1988 

Load factor % 

Second Since be- 1987 
quarter ginning 

of 1988 

Loviisa 1 

Loviisa 2 

TVO I 

TVO II 

0.92 

1.01 

1.18 

1.25 

1.90 

2.02 

2.77 

2.84 

37.4 

26.7 

48.7 

40.2 

93.0 

100.0 

76.2 

81.8 

90.8 

99.2 

73.3 

78.0 

93.6 

99.7 

86.3 

88.5 

93.2 

92.6 

90.9 

92.3 

Availability factor - ̂ " ^ ^ a T S T t n f W * 1 0° * 

Load factor = 
gross electricity production 1 0 Q „ 
rated power x calendar time (h) 

Table II Nuclear energy in the Finnish production of electricity 

Second Since beginning 1987 
quarter of 1988 

1986 

Production of nuclear 
electricity (net, TWh) 4.2 9.1 

Total production of 
electricity in Finland 
(net, TWh) 11.2 25.3 

Percentage of nuclear 
electricity of total 
production 37.5 36.0 

Load factor averages of 
the Finnish plant units % 85.3 92.0 

18.5 

50.7 

36.5 

92.3 

18.0 

46.9 

38.4 

88.8 
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II Occupational dose distribution in the report period 

Number of persons in the dose range 

Dose range 
(mSv) Loviisa Olkiluoto Total • 

0.5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

< 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
> 

0.5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
25 

214 
82 
50 
14 
1 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

405 
245 
250 
125 
78 
51 
17 
19 
9 
12 
3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
-
-
1 
-

577 
298 
272 
147 
79 
54 
19 
22 
9 
12 
2 
4 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
-
-
1 
-

These columns also include the data of those Fin
nish workers who have received doses at the Swedis 
nuclear power plants. The same person may have 
worked at both Finnish plant sites as well as in 
Sweden. 
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Table IV Occupational dose distribution from beginning of year 
until end of report period 

Number of persons in the dose range 

Dose range 
(mSv) Loviisa Olkiluoto Total • 

0.5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

< 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
> 

0.5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
50 
25 

334 
87 
57 
15 
3 
3 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

393 
253 
258 
128 
81 
51 
17 
19 
9 
12 
4 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
-
-
1 
-
-

659 
310 
288 
150 
85 
56 
19 
22 
9 

12 
3 
4 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
-
-
1 
-
-

These columns also include the data of those Fin
nish workers who have received doses at the Swedis 
nuclear power plants. The same person may have 
worked at both Finnish plant sites as well as in 
Sweden. 
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Table V Releases of radioactive substances at each plant site 

Plant site 

Loviisa 

Report period 
Year 1988 

Olkiluoto 

Report period 
Year 1988 

Annual release 
limits 

Loviisa 
Olkiluoto 

Plant site 

Loviisa 

Report period 

Year 1988 

Olkiluoto 

Report period 
Year 1988 

Annual release 
limits 

Loviisa 
Olkiluoto 

Releases into the air (Bq)* 

Noble gases 
(87Kr-equiv., 
TBq) 

b c 

b c 

b 

b 

2.2 x 
1.8 x 

10"« 
10" 

Iodines 
(131 I-equiv., 

raq) 

1.3 x 
1.4 x 

4.4 x 
4.7 x 

2.2 x 
9.5 x 

Releases into water 

Tritium 

5.8 x 

1.2 x 

4.0 x 
7.5 x 

1.5 x 
1.8 x 

1012 

1013 

1011 

10" 

10" 
10" 

107 

107 

10s 

10* 

10"« 
1010 

(Bq)« 

Other nuclides 
(GBq) 

1.3 x 10* 
8.6 x 10* 

1.5 x 10* 
1.5 x 109 

Other nuclides 

1.0 x 

2.1 x 

1.0 x 
1.3 x 

8.9 x 
2.8 x 

10» 

10* 

1010 

lOio 

10"* 
1011 

Tritium 14C 
(TBq) 

3.3 x 1011 

1.2 x 1012 

4.3 x 1010 

6.5 x 1010 

d 

d 

d 

d 

The unit of radioactivity is Becquerel (Bq); 1 Bq = one nuclear 
transformation per second 

b Below the detection limit 
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The calculatory release of 41Ar fran the Loviisa 1 and 2 units 
expressed as 87Kr-equivalents was 4.2 x 1011 TBq in the report 
period and 8.5 x 1011 TBq as of the beginning of 1988. 

The 14 C-release estimate based on experimental data was 8.2 x 
1010 TBq in Loviisa and 1.3 x 1011 in Olkiluoto in the report 
period. As of the beginning of 1988, the estimates were 1.7 x 
1011 TBq and 3.0 x 1011 TBq, correspondingly. 

The figure shows the release limit of the plant site on the 
presumption that there will be no releases of other release 
types. The guide release limit is set in such a way that the 
sum of the release limit shares of the various types is equal 
to or smaller -than 1. 
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Figure 1 Daily gross power of Loviisa 1 in April - June 1988 

1 Weekend adjustment 

2 Tests corvfrir-t-ari on the safety valves of the fresh steam system 

3 Repair of the current transformer of the other generator 

4 Annual maintenance 

2 3 
100 2 
*6S MW 

Figure 2 Daily gross power of Loviisa 2 in April - June 1988 

1 Weekend adjustment 

2 The other generator disconntected from the grid owing to rotor overload 

3 Location and repair of condenser leak 
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Figure 3 Daily gross power of TVO I in April - June 1988 

1 Annual maintenance 

2 Turbine trip 
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Figure 4 Daily gross power of TVD II in April - June 1988 

1 Coast-down 

2 Annual maintenance 

3 Repair of feedwater valve 

4 Turbine trip 
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REGULATORY CONTROL OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES 

The regulatory control performed by the Finnish 
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety encompass 
the following areas (the granting of the licenses 
mentioned in parentheses is recommended when 
the control activities have been completed and 
no reason for withholding the license has ari
sen) : 

Construction Phase 

Preliminary plans of the nuclear facili
ty 
Location and environmental effects of 
the plant 
Arrangements for nuclear fuel and nuc
lear waste management 
(Decision in principle) 

Preliminary safety analysis report on 
the planned structure and operation 
of the plant 
Safety classification of components 
and structures 
Quality assurance plan 
Plans concerning nuclear fuel and nuc
lear waste management 
Physical protection 
(Construction permit) 

Construction plans, manufacturers, final 
construction and installation of com
ponents and structures 
Performance tests of systems 
Final safety analysis report on the 
structure and operation of the plant 
and the final safety analyses 
Composition and competence of the opera
ting organization 
Technical specifications 
Nuclear fuel management and safeguards 
Methods of nuclear waste management 
Physical protection and emergency prepa
redness 
(Operating license) 
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Operating Phase 

Start-up testing at various power levels 
Maintenance, inspections and testing 
of components and structures 
Operation of systems and the whole plant 
Operation and competence of the opera
ting organization 
Exceptional events 
Repairs and modifications 
Refuelling 
Nuclear fuel management and safeguards 
Nuclear waste management 
Radiation protection and safety of 
the environment 
Physical protection and preparedness 
Observance of quality assurance pro
gramme 
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PLANT DATA 

Plant 
unit 

Start-up Commercial 
operation 

Rated power Type, 
(gross/net, supplier 
NW) 

Loviisa 1 8.2. 1977 9.5. 1977 465/445 

Loviisa 2 4.11.1980 5 .1 . 1981 465/445 

TVO I 2.9. 1978 10.10.1979 735/710 

TVO II 18.2. 1980 1.7. 1982 735/710 

Pressurized water reactor 
(PWR), Atomenergoexport 

Pressurized water reactor 
(PWR), Atanenergcexport 

Boiling water reactor 
(BWR), Asea Atom 

Boiling water reactor 
(BWR), Asea Atom 

Imatra Power Co. Ltd owns t h e L o v i i s a 1 and 2 
u n i t s i n L o v i i s a and I n d u s t r i a l Power Company 
Ltd t h e TVO I and I I u n i t s i n O l k i l u o t o , Eurajo
k i . 


